


Graham Withers was Australia's premier Drag 
Racing Champion from the 1960's and 1970's. 
During his racing career, Graham held every 
speed outright and elapsed me record at every 
drag racing strip across Australia. He was Australian 
Naonal Drag Racing Champion on three occasions, in a 
front engine race car he self designed and built. Aer 
rering from the sport Graham embarked on a successful 
business career. He developed one of the first SFI Spec 
Harmonic Dampers in the late 1980's. These products 
have proven their durability and quality. He has also held 
posionposion of Internaonal Advisor represenng the Society 
of Automove Engineers USA and Australia.



Torsional Vibration

This oscillaon is referred to as torsional vibraon 
and it generally occurs in the engine's RPM range 
where the torque impulses are greatest. The 
torsional vibraon occurs during  the engine's 
rotaon, although it is independent of the rotaon. 
At certain engine speeds the frequency of the 
torsional vibraon can match the natural frequency 
ofof the cranksha, creang a resonant (or harmonic) 
state, leading to massive increases in the magnitude 
of the torsional vibraons, generally with 
catastrophic results, including damage to the 
camsha drive train, damage to belt-driven 
accessories and fague  failure of the cranksha. 



Application Guide For Dampers

Engine Dynamometer tesng is used by leading 
damper manufacturers to ensure their dampers are 
correctly tuned for each engine. The graph shows 
cranksha torsional vibraon across the full RPM 
range for a GM SB 385 HP, 350 cubic inch V8  engine. 
With the  GM 8 inch stock damper, a large amount of 
torsion occurs at approximately 6,000 RPM - it 
shouldshould be menoned that OE stock dampers don't 
address vibraons at high RPM's, because most 
street engines rarely see the high RPM range. For 
racing applicaons, however, this vibraon could do 
serious engine damage, so PRO/RACER Damper is 
tuned to drascally reduce this high RPM Torsion AC 
vibraon, at the expense of a smaller vibraonal 
peakpeak occurring at about 3,500 RPM. This lower peak 
RPM is well below the speed relevant to the 
crankshas natural frequency.



Application Guide For Dampers

The cutaway above shows internal splines which doubles the 
contact area, eliminang any possible movement of the outer 
ring. The outside diameter of the inner hub is splined as is the 
inner diameter of the outer ring. The elastomer is chemically 
bonded to the splined areas on Race units. This forms a very 
posive bond between the elastomer and the steel with double 
the contact.



Damper Range

Refer to page 9

Refer to page 11

Refer to page 14



Damper Range

PRO/RACER DAMPER 
#64270 SB-Ford 5.0L

PRO/RACER DAMPER 
#64265 SB-Chevy 283-350

PRO/RACER DAMPER 
#74267 BB-Chevy 396-427

PRO/RACER DAMPER 
#64278 SB-Chrysler 318-360

PRO/SPORT DAMPER 
#34270 SB-Ford 5.0L 

PRO/SPORT DAMPER 
#34277 SB-Chrysler 

PRO/SPORT DAMPER 
#34265 SB-Chevy 283-350 

PRO/SPORT UNDER-DRIVE 
SFI SPEC DAMPER 

 25% Under Drive Pulley 
Kit 

PRO/STREET DAMPER 
#24262 SB-Chevy 283-350

PRO/STREET DAMPER 
#24263 - BB Chevy 454-502

PRO/STREET DAMPER 
#24272 BB-Ford 429-460

PRO/STREET DAMPER 
#24278 SB-Chrysler 318-360

For part numbers refer to page 11

For part numbers refer to page 14

For part numbers refer to page 9



Innovative Product Features 

PRO/RACE Performance Products Dampers are so 
well made that we proudly claim the lowest 
warranty rate for any high performance Harmonic 
Damper. You can buy a PRO/RACER Damper with 
the utmost confidence that it will provide many, 
many years of reliable, trouble-free performance. 

EXREMELY LOW WARRANTY RATE 

REMOVABLE COUNTERWEIGHTS 
PPRO/RACER Harmonic Dampers are supplied in two styles, 
those for internally balanced engines and those for externally 
balanced engines. Externally balanced engines have a 
counterweight bolted into the hub of the damper. The 
advantage of having a removable counterweight in the hub 
eliminates the possibility of having the counterweight mass 
move from its posion. The PRO/RACER Damper for internally 
andand externally balanced SB  and BB Chevys and for SB 
Chryslers are idencal, except the counterweight. For 
example, if you have a PRO/RACER Damper for 400 SB Chevy 
you can remove the counterweight and the damper will work 
perfectly for a 350 Chevy. Conversely if you have the 350 
damper and want to use it on a 400 you can now purchase the 
proper PRO/RACER counterweight and bolt it into your 350 
damperdamper and its now a 400 damper. All SB Ford dampers are 
externally balanced with a counterweight. This counterweight 
can be removed for use on internally balanced engines. 

BALANCING 
AllAll PRO/RACER Harmonic Dampers are sold correctly 
balanced from our factory. If you have your engine or 
crank balanced, it is not necessary to re-balance the 
damper. If you are just making a straight swap from a 
stock damper to PRO/RACER as long as the factory 
balance of your original damper has not been changed, it 
will directly interchange. 

EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY STANDARDS
PPRO/RACER Dampers are manufactured to extremely 
high quality standards are constantly monitored and 
checked at every step of the manufacturing process. 
Our quality levels in bore tolerance and the finish of 
the machined surfaces, in parcular the crical oil seal 
area far exceed OE standards and those compe ve 
models. The 60 degrees of computer generated ming 
marmarks (40 degrees on Ford units) are accurately laser 
engraved. PRO/RACER Harmonic Dampers also feature 
engraved ming marks at 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees 
(except Ford models) Once assembly of the damper is 
complete, the enre damper is highly polished and 
then treated with clear protecve coang providing an 
extremely aracve appearance. Our instrucon 
shesheets make installaon a snap. PRO/RACER Dampers 
are designed for direct replacement of the stock 
damper, spacer kits are included where required for 
accessory pulley alignment. PRO/RACER Harmonic 
Dampers will accept most crank trigger wheels. 



SFI Approved

Dimensions



Installation Notes



The PRO/SPORT Harmonic Damper is designed as a 
direct replacement of your OE damper and has many 
features which exceed OE requirements, 
manufactured to the quality standards you have 
come to expect from a specialist damper 
manufacturer. The new PRO/SPORT SFI Harmonic 
Dampers are produced from quality carbon steel, 
withwith mechanical properes exceeding the stringent 
SFI Spec. #18.1 requirements! Spin tested to 12,500 
rpm for one hour to comply with SFI Spec. #18.1, so 
when your racing needs require SFI cerficaon, the 
PRO/SPORT Harmonic Damper is ready for the track. 
Machined to exacng tolerances and assembled 
using pressure bonded elastomer technology of 
triedtried and proven design for opmum damping 
performance The outer inera ring is retained by a 
robust retenon plate secured by 6 high tensile bolts 
to ensure maximum safety of the product. Extremely 
accurate and easy to read permanently engraved 
ming marks make engine ming easy. 

PRO/SPORT DAMPER
HarmonicHarmonic Dampers play a vital role to ensure 
longevity of engines and crankshas, and are 
arguably the most important external component of 
an engine. Harmonic Dampers protect against 
harmful engine harmonic vibraons that can lead to 
valve train damage, rapid bearing and ming chain 
wear or ulmately cranksha breakage. Why trust 
dampedampers from any other manufacturer, when 
PRO/SPORT Harmonic Dampers are engineered with 
more than 20 years of SFI damper manufacturing 
experience. The PRO/SPORT range of Harmonic 
Dampers provides race quality performance 
dampers at near replacement part prices and are 
available to suit most popular V8 engines. 

Best Value Dampers



Best Value Dampers

PRO/SPORT Dampers 
come aracvely 
packaged, are highly   
polished and finished in 
a durable baked enamel 
finish to preserve the 
damper. It looks as good 
as it peras it performs! 

PRO/SPORT HARMONIC DAMPERS FEATURE:
• Meets SFI Spec. #18.1.
• Spin tested to 12,500 rpm.
• Fully machined from high quality carbon steel.
• Retained outer inera ring.
• • 60 degrees of permanently engraved ming 
marks. (40 degrees on SB  Ford models)
• Pressure bonded elastomer.
• Accurately balanced.
• Removable counterweights on externally 
balanced models.

Dimensions

PRO/SPORT UNDER DRIVE DAMPERS & PULLEY KITS REFER TO PAGE 13



Under Drive SFI Spec Dampers & Pulley Kits

1996 - 2006 FORD MUSTANG 4.6L VS ENGINES 
• Available in damper or damper & pulley kit configuraon.
• 25% Under Driven Poly-V groove design.
• All Steel water pump pulley is finished in black powder coat.
• Steel Alternator pulley finished in black powder coat (where supplied).
• Kit contains new crank bolt, installaon bolt & alternator bracket bolt.

GM LSI, LS2 & LS6 VS ENGINES
• 25% Under Driven front Poly-V groove accessory drive.
• 22% Under Driven rear A/C Poly-V groove on 98_-05 
Camaro & Firebird & 04-06 GTO LSI & LS2 models.
• 7% Under Driven rear A/C Poly-V groove on 97-06 LSI, 
LS2 & L56 Corvee models.
• • Keyway.

PRO/SPORT UNDER DRIVE DAMPERS & PULLEY KIT FEATURES:
• 25% Underdrive.
• SFI Spec. 18.1 Bonded Harmonic Damper.
• High quality All Steel construcon.
•Robust outer ring retenon design.
• Spin tested to 12,500 rpm.
••60 degree precision engraved ming marks.
• Clear baked paint finish



Bonded Nodular Iron

MACHINED TO TOLERANCES EXCEEDING 
OEM SPECIFICATIONS! 
The PRO/STREET Dampers have been machined 
to tolerances far exceeding those used by OEM's. 
Just take a look at the overall surface finish and 
oil seal and bore of the damper! Permanent 
rolled-in ming marks are very visible and will 
nnever fade or become less visible!

HEAVY DUTY APPLICATIONS 
WhileWhile PRO/STREET Dampers are not intended for 
racing, the fact that they are cast of Nodular 
Iron, as opposed to ordinary Gray Iron, means 
that they are suitable for higher RPMs than most 
compe ve models. (Note: The PRO/STREET 
Nodular Iron Harmonic Dampers are NOT SFI 
cerfied). However to prove the integrity of the 
PRPRO/STREET Dampers, we had the SFI test lab 
run some spin tests. The PRO/STREET Damper 
was subjected to 8,000 RPM for one hour and 
then 12,500 RPM for 15 minutes with no sign of 
degradaon.

PRO/STREET HARMONIC DAMPERS 
FEATURE:
• Nodular Iron construcon - most cast 
dampers are manufactured from gray iron 
casngs. Nodular Iron is 30% stronger than 
Gray Iron.
• • Bonded Elastomer - outer ring and inner hub 
are bonded (vulcanized) to the elastomer. this 
minimizes the potenal for the outer ring to 
move on the hub, losing true TDC posion.
• • Removable counterweights - externally  
balanced models feature bolt-in 
counterweights, making it easy to switch from 
an externally balanced engine to a internally 
balanced engine.
• 60 degrees of permanent easy to read 
ming marks (40 degrees on SB Ford models)



Bonded Nodular Iron

Dimensions






